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Abstract
The photometric measurement of thermal emission,
using occultations, from the day-side atmospheres of
hot Jupiters is now routine, however, resolving atmo-
spheric features requires spectroscopy. Variable slit
losses and a lack of comparison stars have thwarted
attempts with slit-based spectrographs, though multi-
object slit-baed spectrographs has recently provided
some success. Integral field spectrographs such as
SINFONI do not suffer from these problems, but they
tend to have fields of view of a few arcsec and no
bright, single-star exoplanet system until has a suitable
reference source. We recently discovered the WASP-
77 system, which, uniquely, comprises an highly-
irradiated hot Jupiter orbiting one component of a
close (3′′), bright binary. We used SINFONI to obtain
H+K spectra through two occultations of the planet
WASP-77b, employing adaptive optics during one run.
By performing differential spectrophotometry we will
obtain an H+K spectrum of the planet’s atmosphere,
using the secondary to mitigate the atmospheric sys-
tematics. From this, we will measure the temperature
of the lower atmosphere, probe for a temperature in-
version (stratosphere) and measure the atmosphere’s
CO abundance, which is a proxy for planetary metal-
licity.

1. Introduction
We have the opportunity to understand a great
deal about exoplanets if we observe the light emit-
ted, transmitted and reflected by their atmospheres
(e.g. Deming 2009Natur.462..301D), as is possi-
ble for transiting planets. The thermal emission of
an exoplanet’s atmosphere can be detected by ob-
serving through an occultation of the planet by its
star. A number of teams are routinely doing this
using ground-based and space-based imagers (e.g.
Anderson et al. 2010A&A...513L...3A, 2011MN-
RAS.416.2108A). By accumulating emission mea-
surements in narrow-band and broad-band passbands
we can construct the spectral energy distribution

(SED) of a planet’s day-side atmosphere (e.g. An-
derson et al. 2011arXiv1112.5145A). By comparing
the SED with detailed model spectra, we can infer
properties such as albedo, bolometric luminosity and
thermal redistribution efficiency (e.g. Barman et al.
2005ApJ...632.1132B), and the temperature structure
and composition of the atmosphere (e.g. Madhusud-
han et al. 2011Natur.469...64M).

Though emission photometry is itself challenging,
the extra information content of a spectrum as com-
pared with a SED and the increased reliability of a
single measurement, made with the same instrument
under the same atmospheric conditions, make it a
wholly worthwhile pursuit. Numerous ground-based
attempts have failed due to a combination of weak
targets (with small predicted emission signals),
instrumental systematics (i.e. variable slit losses) and,
primarily, inadequate control of telluric systematics
owing to the lack of a suitable reference source (e.g.
Deming et al. 2007MNRAS.378..148D; Knutson et
al. 2007PASP..119..616K), though multi-object spec-
troscopy with wide slits has recently resulted in some
success (e.g. Bean et al. 2013arXiv1303.1094B).
Angerhausen, Krabbe & Iserlohe demonstrated the
potential of SINFONI by obtaining good stability
and precision during attempts to obtain spectra
of the planets HD 189733 b and HD 209458 b
(2006SPIE.6269E.152A, 2007ASPC..366..262A).
However, the lack of a comparison star meant that
they were also unable to adequately correct for
temporal changes in the terrestrial atmosphere.

We recently discovered an exciting system, WASP-
77, a highly-irradiated hot Jupiter that closely orbits
one component of a bright binary star system (Maxted
et al. 2013PASP..125...48M). The close proximity (3′′)
of the moderately bright secondary (K=10.4) to the
bright primary (K=8.4) offers a unique opportunity to
disentangle the planetary-emission signal from the ef-
fects of a spatially and temporally variable terrestrial
atmosphere.
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2 Observations and data reduc-
tion

We used SINFONI to obtain H+K spectra through
two occultations of the planet WASP-77b, employing
adaptive optics during one run. We show example
spectra from a single data cube in Fig. 1.

The data-cube reconstruction is complete. Prelim-
inary spectra have been extracted and we are in the
process of ‘cleaning’ the cubes to reduce the systemat-
ics. We will then use the dual approach of spectropho-
tometry and spectroscopy, the results of which we will
compare. Essentially, in one case we will bin in wave-
length before performing differential spectrophotome-
try and in the other case we will perform differential
spectroscopy before then binning in wavelength.

3 Discussion and conclusions
We will interpret our results using sophisticated
atmospheric models (e.g. Madhusudhan et al.
2011Natur.469...64M). Our measurements will probe
deep into the planet’s atmosphere: around 0.1–1 bar.
At these depths the atmosphere is an isotherm and so
the temperature profile we will obtain will place an
absolute constraint on the temperature of the lower at-
mosphere - we will have no need to compare to the
continuum at other wavelengths.

Irrespective of the atmosphere’s C/O ratio, there is
certain to be CO across the temperature range relevant
to hot-Jupiter atmospheres. Also, across this temper-
ature range, the CO abundance for a planet of fixed
composition does not vary, whereas that of water and
methane do, due to dissociation. Thus, CO is a re-
liable and robust proxy for, or tracer of, metallicity
(Madhusudhan et al. 2011ApJ...743..191M). We can
compare our CO abundance with that of the few other
planets for which there are measurements.

Around 2.3 µm a CO feature begins (Fig. 2).
Whether the feature is in emission or absorption de-
pends on whether the atmosphere possesses a thermal
inversion (stratosphere). By comparing the brightness
temperature in the CO band to that of the continuum
we will thus probe for the presence temperature inver-
sion. If we find CO to be in emission then WASP-77b
has a temperature inversion and vice-versa.

Figure 1: An example of the spectra of WASP-77A
(blue) and WASP-77B (red) extracted from a single
SINFONI IFS data cube. The effects of the terrestrial
atmosphere on the spectra of the two stars is clearly
similar.

Figure 2: Model IR spectra of the atmosphere of
WASP-77b relative to its host star. Both spectra are
of atmospheres with solar compositions. The red
line depicts an atmosphere with a temperature inver-
sion (stratosphere), and the green line depicts an at-
mosphere with no inversion. The inset shows the
pressure-temperature profiles for the two atmospheres.
The dashed lines depict blackbody atmospheres with
temperatures of 1300, 1700 and 2150 K. The vertical
arrow around 2.3 µm indicates a CO feature. In the
atmosphere with an inversion (red), CO is in emission
and in the atmosphere without an inversion (green),
CO is in absorption. By comparing the CO feature to
the surrounding continuum we will test for the pres-
ence of an inversion and measure the CO abundance,
which is a proxy for metallicity.


